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Six Bands Advance at Annual Battle of the Bands
By AMELIA MERCHANT
The results are in: Frog, Promiscuous Stepsister,
Loafey Breadpath and the Yeastey Boys, Shark Twain,
Honor Council, and Iguanas will be moving on to the
next round of CC’s Battle of the Bands competition.
These bands helped make up a total of 18 bands that
competed last weekend in the first of a series of events
in which student bands perform against each other for
their peers. “Music brings people together and students
always enjoy live music at parties, so it’s great to bring
different bands together so that students can experience all the musical talent at CC,” said Charles Meyer,
lead singer of Frog.
The winning six bands, chosen by student vote will advance to the next round, which will take place on April
14 on Yampa Field. A panel of selected judges for this
round will then choose two or three bands that will advance and play at Llamapalooza during Block 8. Meyer
said that Frog made it to the second round last year, but
got cut at the Yampa performance and didn’t make it to
Llamapalooza. “We’re really hoping to get a chance to
play at Llama this year,” said Meyer. The other members
of Frog include Miles Lowe on saxophone and also rapping, Ben Thomas on drums, Jason Edelstein on guitar,
Continued on pg. 4
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Jordan Phinney ’19 freestyles for Coulou on Sunday night.

CC Campus Safety Week
Rail Jam Response Yields Questions
About the Future of Programming at CC Highlights Active Assailant
Procedure
By RORY LOWE
Two weeks ago, Rail Jam 2018
sent skiers flying down the Preserve hill, getting air, taking spills,
and thrilling a crowd of Colorado
College students, while a SOMOS
dance party and video game contest took place upstairs in McHugh
Commons. CC Student Government Association and the Fre-

erider’s Union of CC have worked
together since the fall to make the
event more attractive to a broader
range of the student body, responding to complaints that it catered
primarily to upper-class white students. After the event, however,
many members of CCSGA are wondering if that goal is even possible
or worth pursuing anymore.
Last Thursday, six days after the
event at CCSGA’s Full Council,
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President Dorsa Djalilzadeh addressed the other members about
Rail Jam. “If we don’t fund it, somebody else is going to fund it,” said
Djalilzadeh. “I would prefer that
we fund it and that we have some
sort of control and commitment to
Rail Jam, because I do believe that
we are the best group on campus to
help FUCC create a more inclusive,
diverse, sustainable event.” Djalilzadeh also said that she feels like
this year’s Rail Jam was better than
previous years because of the effort that CCSGA and FUCC put into
making it more inclusive.
While acknowledging that many
organizations worked hard this
year to improve Rail Jam, many
council members wonder whether
an inclusive Rail Jam could ever be
possible. “There is no way that Rail
Jam is ever going to be inclusive,”
said Inclusion Committee Representative Cam Kaplan. “And the argument for keeping Rail Jam under
our control is so that we can make
it inclusive. Well, if we don’t fund
it, that is a large amount of money
that we could put towards incredContinued on pg. 3
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as it should be,” Toland said. He
continued, however, by recognizBy SIERRA TAKUSHI
ing the overall safety of CC. “At
the same time, I want to caution
Colorado College Campus Safety that it still is a very safe place, to
setup camp in Worner Campus be here at CC,” Toland said. “The
Center this week for CC’s annual chances are extremely minute that
Safety Week. Blue booths and blue anything even related to events
uniforms spanned
like that would
the floor, provideven happen here.
ing information on
When you look at
topics about genthe institutions
“At the same time, I all
eral safety. One foall over the councus of these topics want to caution that try,
statistically,
regarded active as- it still is a very safe you’re much more
sailant training and
likely to deal with
place, to be here at inclement weather,
what a CC student
might be expected
a fuel spill, a power
CC.”
to do in the case of
outage.”
an intruder emerAccording
to
gency.
Toland, though the
Colorado College Campus Re- chances of an active assailant insource Officer Marty Toland com- truding on CC’s campus are slim,
mented on the unfortunate rel- it is important to arm community
evancy of these active assailant members with procedural awareconversations.
ness of emergency action.
“Obviously the stuff that has hapIn the emergency event of an
pened nationwide with the horrific intruder, CC utilizes a three-step
and violent events at some schools technique accepted by colleges
has been on a lot of people’s minds,
Continued on pg. 6
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CC Collaborative for Community Engagement on Semester of Listening
By CHANEY SKILLING
In honor of the 30-year anniversary of
Campus Compact’s Action Statement, Colorado College is joining the national coalition
of over 1,000 U.S. colleges and universities in
reexamining its commitment to the public
purpose of higher education through community engagement.
Framed similarly to President Jill Tiefenthaler’s “Year of Listening,” the Collaborative
for Community Engagement launched its
“Semester of Listening” at the beginning of
the spring semester with hopes of receiving
input from students, staf, and faculty on CC’s
current level of community engagement.
Under new leadership of Dr. Jordan Radke, the CCE is using the Semester of Listening to develop a ive-year strategic plan that
will support CC in its commitment to invest
and engage with the wider Colorado Springs
community. Composed of community leaders, CCE and CC staf, students, and faculty,
the Steering Committee helps collect and
synthesize the data. “I like this model, for
one, because it’s a huge overhaul,” said Steering Committee Member Elam BoockvarKlein ’20, spaeking on CCE’s approach. he approximately 300 people. Block 5 focused
name, ‘Semester of Listening,’ makes people on establishing a baseline of understanding,
aware of the gravity of the project. It’s no seeking “to evaluate the state of communismall change.”
ty-engaged work on our campus, including
Following the “Semester
the assets and strengths
of Listening” and “Summer
we might leverage and the
of Planning,” the Steering
challenges we face.” he
Committee hopes to pres‘I’m invigorated by initial indings suggest that
ent their indings in August.
CC is deeply committed to
hey dedicate themselves the fact that there’s a community engagement,
to collecting and analyzing
clear path emerging and students, staf, and facinput from student, staf,
ulty alike participate in the
for the rest of the
and faculty surveys, focus
community across a wide
semester.’
groups, and community
variety of activities.
outreach programs. Some
On the other hand, the
questions addressed by the
summary of indings indi“Semester of Listening” incates that a lack of coordiclude: In what ways do you engage in com- nation across campus often leaves a lot of
munity work through CC? With what organi- untapped potential for community engagezations or communities do you work? What ment. Some key issues identiied during
community-engaged work are you aware of Block 5 included the Block Plan itself and
at CC? How would you describe the state of CC’s location. Due to the high intensity and
community engagement on CC’s campus?
short-term nature of the Block Plan, sustainAs of today, the committee has spoken with able community engagement is diicult to

Legally American; Culturally Arab
Despite “talking like a white girl,” Heba
Shiban ’21 was originally born in Latakia—
a port city in Syria that she calls “the most
beautiful place on earth.” And no,in answer
to your next question, she is neither a refugee
nor a Muslim.
Shortly after her second birthday, Shiban
moved with her parents and older sister to
Qatar. And shortly after that, with the help of
an uncle who was already living in the U.S. at
the time, Shiban’s family moved to Chandler,
Ariz. on her father’s work visa, where she has
since been living for 12 years.
“I remember not really understanding that
we were moving permanently and having a …
panic attack once we switched airplanes and
having the language around me start changing from Arabic to English so quickly and
so soon,” Shiban said. “I remember being
so overwhelmed, and my mom calming me
down and telling me that I will learn English
really quickly, but it was so foreign to me.”
While she was in elementary school,
Shiban’s parents took preparatory classes
for the citizenship test at their local public library. After ive years of living in the U.S., her
parents took the test and passed, and she and
her sister automatically received their paperwork. Shiban was ecstatic over becoming a
citizen and, in particular, changing the spelling of her name so it would “make sense” in
English.
“I remember telling all my teachers, raising
my hand in the middle of class and saying,
‘My name is going to change. I’m a citizen
now,’” Shiban said, laughing. “My friend said
I was embarrassing myself, but I was just so
excited to be a citizen. And I didn’t even real-
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achieve. Furthermore, CC’s
location “as a progressiveleaning institution” in the
more conservative Colorado
Springs area presents cultural
and ideological divides that
can hinder engagement with
the greater community.
For the two remaining
blocks of the semester, the
Steering Committee will focus on CC’s vision of future
engagement, strategy, approach, and reception of
feedback on the potential
plan before summer implementation. With the irst
block of listening complete and the second
block well underway, Dr. Radke remains optimistic. “I’ve seen diferences in perspective
[between students and staf ], but haven’t
encountered conlicting opinions,” said
Dr. Radke. “I’m invigorated by the fact that
there’s a clear path emerging for the rest of

the semester.”
A full description and summary of the
CCE’s Steering Committee mission and indings can be found on the CC website, along
with student, staf, and faculty surveys. he
CCE is still collecting input, and interested
parties can contact Dr. Radke to schedule focus groups and information sessions.

By GRACE PERRY

member saying to my mom when I was little,
ize I wasn’t a citizen before.”
It was 2011. Shiban was in seventh grade. ‘When I’m older, I want to be a Christian’ and
in reality, that meant, ‘When I’m older, I want
he civil war in Syria had just begun.
Despite her jubilation over becoming an to be white and American.’”
Shiban said her previous longing to be
American citizen, immigration did not come
without its challenges. Shiban has battled “white and American” has dissipated with
age, and she is now deeply
misconceptions about the
appreciative of her Middle
Middle East from the moEastern culture and identiment she arrived in the U.S.
ty. Unfortunately, her sense
“On the escalator in the
airport when we irst came
Fortunately, Shiban of isolation has persisted;
her quest for belonging has
to America, a lady looked
said her previous
yet to be resolved.
at my sister and said, ‘Is
“I’m in a minority, not
this the irst time you’ve
longing to be “white
just as a person of color,
seen an escalator?’” Shiban
and American” has
but because I literally don’t
explained. “And I’m like,
dissipated with age ... get to meet other Arabs,”
‘We have ive-story malls
Shiban said. “And when I
that have an ice rink in the
do … for example, in midmiddle right next to the
dle school, this Muslim girl
most beautiful shore on the
told me I wasn’t a real Arab
Gulf.’”
Beyond these harmful stereotypes and because I wasn’t Muslim. I’ve always felt this
gross generalizations, Shiban faced unique distance—like I’ve never really found my
challenges as an immigrant from Syria. She people. And I feel like my feeling, that isogrew up alongside Indian and Southeast lated feeling that I always have in the back of
Asian peers who had a home to visit in the my mind, has probably contributed to that
[cultural] barrier that I’ve always had.”
summer with family there to greet them.
Like many irst-year students, Shiban had
“Instead of hearing awesome stories
about my hometown,” Shiban said, “I would high hopes for college—academically yes,
hear stories of people I know dying, being but more importantly, socially. “Coming to
college, I thought that I would be surrounded
bombed, shot down, being stabbed.”
Despite learning English in only three short by Arab people, and I had this image in my
months, Shiban struggled with cultural barri- head of … going around talking in Arabic
ers and not “feeling” American—diiculties with each other, trash-talking people behind
that continue well over a decade since her their backs,” Shiban said.
However, CC was a disappointment in this
arrival.
“When I was younger, I correlated white regard. “You want to use college as a mode
Christianity with being American, and I re- of inding yourself, and at CC, it’s so hard be-

cause it’s so predominantly white.”
Shiban has also continued battling both
micro- and macro-level aggressions about
her identity at CC. She said people often try to
guess where she’s from and that 98 percent of
the time, they guess India or Mexico. Shiban
also said people frequently ask her if she eats
pork—a sly way of asking if she’s a practicing
Muslim. On a macro-level, Shiban said she is
constantly contesting broad misconceptions
about the Middle East. he primary culprit of
this miseducation? he media.
“When you think of the Middle East, what
do you see? A bunch of women in burkas and
hijabs being oppressed, a bunch of people
mindlessly praying ive times a day,” Shiban
said. “he American media speciically portrays the Middle East as full of oppressed beings. he other day, we had Hijab Day, and
on Twitter, there was a USC page, and some
girl was like, ‘Why are we encouraging the
oppression of women?’ Well, it’s not her fault
that she thinks that. She just opened Fox for
too long.”
his summer, Shiban is going home to Syria
for the irst time since she was a baby, and
she is beyond excited to be surrounded by
her family once again—thousands of miles
away from pervasive misconceptions and
stereotypes about the Middle East.
“I’m so proud to be Syrian,” Shiban said,
smiling. While she openly recognized that
her home country is far from perfect, she adamantly maintains that it has so much “room
to grow.” And she hopes eventually, others
will begin to see Syria in this light too.
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Dispossession
and the
Environment:
Rhetoric and
Inequality in
Papua New
Guinea
By JOSIE KRITTER
Papua New Guinea is often seen as one
of the world’s last unexplored frontiers. It is
stereotyped as tribal, underdeveloped, and
primitive. On March 1, Phi Beta Kappa society member Paige West gave a lecture that
challenged this view. As the Claire Tow Professor of Anthropology at Barnard College,
West has spent the last two decades working
with the people of Papua New Guinea. Her
goal is to shed light on their vibrant culture,
the effects of decolonization, and their con-
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servation efforts.
In the mid-1970s, the eastern half of Papua New Guinea gained their independence.
Presently, the culture is still widely misunderstood and is only really seen through Euro-American and Australian lenses. West explained how much of the information comes
from “surfers, photographers, economists,
and conservationists.” Over the years, she
interviewed and observed each group, along
with the indigenous population, to capture a
full understanding of where the misconceptions about the country come from.
West explained how the surfers acted like
it was “the wild, wild West.” In an interview,
a surfer said, “One minute you can be in the
water right alongside [a local], and then the
next they can be slitting your throat.” West
noticed that as she continued to interview
the same tourists over the years, their stories
became increasingly “savage” and always
emphasized the uncivilized nature of the indigenous people. In contrast, West, who has
spent nearly 20 years in Papua New Guinea,
found the exact opposite. She elaborated on
these interviews when she said, “The surfers
eventually stopped coming back as the novelty of the ‘savage’ wore off, and they found
that they were just regular people.”
The photographers often claim that they are
“capturing a dying culture” with their photos
of tribal ceremonies and villagers. West explained how this is also a misinformation.
Through an anthropological perspective, she
said that “culture is a set of idealized practices
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and traditions,” but the issue is that the cul- amounts of poverty, money is fully underture we see as Papua New Guinean was creat- stood, and there are growing cosmopolitan
ed by us, Westerners. Many of the images that areas. Simply put, they cultivate a different
come out of this region of “primitive people” lifestyle.
Conservationists are yet
are often either staged by
another group spreading
the photographer or pormisinformation. She retray a single, special day of
the year when they dress
The photographers called meeting with repfrom Exxonup in traditional attire to
often claim that they resentatives
Mobil to plan out where
celebrate a holiday. For exare “capturing a
a biodiversity offset fund
ample, the photographer
would be spent after the
David Kirkland produces
dying culture” with
company’s pipeline was instunning photos from this
their photos of tribal stalled on the island. At this
area of the world, but they
time in her presentation,
are often terribly inaccuceremonies and
she began to get emotional
rate representations that
villagers.
as she explained how the
maintain a visual trope for
representatives dismissed
capital gain. West implored
the local scientists’ plans
the audience to support local photographers if they truly wanted to see and proceeded to make racially charged comments at the meeting. Although these locals
what life was like there.
The issue with economists, West explained, had Ph.D.s, they were not seen as “capable”
is that they see “money as a means of corrup- of handling the $100 million set aside for the
tion” for a society “not ready for modernity.” fund. Luckily, this issue was taken to Papua
Because of this bias, West found many entre- New Guinea’s Parliament and resolved, and
preneurs in Papua New Guinea struggling to the scientists of the island were able to alloget bank loans to start up their businesses. cate the funds properly.
West emphasized repeatedly that “interIn classic colonial style, the world still views
these people as infantile and unable to take national development was in the business
on the modern world. With their tradition of of misinformation.” The idea of Papua New
collective land use, the capitalist economy Guinea as an endless frontier is a dangerous
model that much of the rest of the world uses myth that breeds gentrification. In reality, it is
is not as effective there and results in the in- a vibrant culture, with a strong government,
dustrialized world viewing them as under- that just so happens to have its feet in both
developed. In reality, while there are large modernity and tradition.

Rail Jam Response Yields Questions About the Future of CC Programming
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Continued from the front page
ible counter programming.”
Many more members who spoke at full council echoed
this sentiment. “You can’t just add something and call it inclusive,” said Vice President of Finance Ariel Filion. Head of
State Representative Aracely Navarro offered an idea for redirecting the funds used for Rail Jam: “We always want to include people of color in things that white people do but never
turn that around,” she said. “CCSGA could focus on creating
events for people of color of the same magnitude as Rail Jam.”
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Alexander Makic, a co-chair of FUCC, hopes that Rail Jam
continues to receive funding from CCSGA. “I want to make it
more like Llama,” said Makic, who will continue as co-chair
next year, emphasizing that he has a vision for a bigger event
that draws in the whole campus. Christopher Birtch, the
other FUCC co-chair, also hopes that CCSGA will continue
to fund the event and aid in its evolution into something for
the entire student body. Both Makic and Birtch were skeptical about finding outside funding for the event if CCSGA
didn’t approve their budget. “I would play with the idea, but
it would be kind of a tricky one,” said Makic.
After Full Council, Filion gave her opinion on some of these
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issues. “I’ve been on CCSGA for three years,” she said. “Each
Full Council is very different. Three years ago when I was a
freshman rep … the idea of not funding Rail Jam wasn’t even
a possibility on that Full Council’s brain.” Since then, Rail Jam
has become a much more prominent topic of debate, and Filion emphasized that next year’s Full Council will ultimately
decide whether or not to approve the budget. “There seems
to be a system in place that supports Rail Jam,” Filion said in
regards to the potential for FUCC finding funding outside of
CCSGA. “Will that system fund Rail Jam? I don’t know.”
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Nevertheless, We Persist: Shattering the
Silence and Broadening the Narrative
and military licensed pointed attack with
the goal of producing political chaos; this
By EMILY KRESSLEY
was the first time rape was prosecuted as
Not until recent decades has rape been a crime against humanity. Rape was dechallenged as unnatural and more than naturalized and studies were conducted
just a situational happenstance. Through- proving post-traumatic stress disorder
out history, rape has been used as physi- as a result for survivors of sexual assault.
cal and psychological warfare, a symptom Finally, rape was proven as a violation
of human rights, and therefore could be
without a real look at the cause.
For Linda Martin Alcoff, professor of more effectively condemned within instiphilosophy at Hunter College and CUNY tutions.
This was important in removing the isoGraduate Center, the “enforcement of silence around this topic has receded,” a lationary aspects of assault and dealing
“new resistance has been galvanized by with subsequent trauma. Rape was left
survivors,” and we’ve “set the agenda for unchallenged for so long, as there were no
theorists.” However, there is still work to real words or spaces to break the silence
and unite survivors. Today, the silence
be done.
On March 1, Alcoff presented on “Glob- has been broken, but the discourse is
al Echoes of Rape and Resistance” as part still skewed. Truth for truth’s sake has not
of the Colorado College Philosophy Col- been reasonably established.
Alcoff took the audience through several
loquium series dedicated to J. Glenn and
Ursula Gray. Besides physics, women are case studies, beginning with the rhetoric
most underrepresented in the philoso- used during the presidential campaign.
phy department. Alcoff calls for greater Mainstream media allowed an incessant
inclusion of underrepresented groups in repetition of the allegations of sexual asphilosophy, and was able to offer valuable sault against our current president and
debated if they were
insight unable to be
or were not relevant
internalized in full by
to his campaign. The
male colleagues.
public was exposed
Alcoff started by
Once released we
to a misogynistic reppresenting on the first
cannot control, “the
resentation of these
chapter of her new
stories
book on rape and re- way speech is reported, survivors
over and over again,
sistance,
emphasizpackaged, and
inspiring a fatalistic
ing “the media’s new
attitude and wideawakened focus” on
intepreted.”
spread PTSD among
the topic of resistance.
survivors.
While movements like
While some media
“Me Too” have finally
prompted action against centuries of outlets were able to inspire productive
abuse against women, Alcoff noted that dialogue on dismantling rape culture,
the true nature of the problem is that it has the climate of society today is still largely
entered a public domain in which cases based in victim blaming or shaming;
of sexual abuse are still largely subject to “How much did she have to drink? What
was she wearing? Was she asking for it?”
rampant sexism.
Once released, we cannot control “the You simply can’t dictate the public’s prejway speech is reported, packaged, and udices, especially when they are continuinterpreted.” Thus, Alcoff emphasized ally validated by a person of authority. Ala need for a means not only focusing on coff ’s other examples went on to describe
getting the word out, but also to better instances of sexual harassment and the
regulate how it is perceived. However, subsequent backlash as “old school sensurvivors coming forward and feeling sationalism in which victims are silenced,”
equipped to share their stories takes a or how “social media [is used] as a means
great deal of courage and is a crucial first to brag, humiliate, and bully but also as an
step. This is not a phenomena unique to avenue for education and activism.”
The issue of sexual assault is further
the global north.
Alcoff explained the case of the civil complicated with the issue of race and
war in former Yugoslavia during the early socioeconomic status, with headlines of
1990s in which rape was used as a state white, wealthy women often garnering

more public interest than a lower class
,minority victim. How to constructively
create a safer environment is an increasingly complex issue when politics and the
public domain are such heavy influencers
in the matter.
Alcoff emphasized that in a globalized world, each new case reverberates
with others. There are echoes between
institutions like the church, government,
military, and news, and that victims inside these institutions have taken courage
from others who have been systematically
silenced. There are still many more who
cannot speak for themselves, often times
the working class or immigrants. A crucial concrete step in moving forward is to
make their voices valid though protection
under employment conditions and union
contracts.
Alcoff couldn’t offer all the answers to
the issue, but she stressed the need for
more avenues of discourse and a diversity
in the victims voices we hear. We cannot
paint a broad narrative of what it means
to be raped and how to cope; this is a personal invasion. “Thus it is not the speech
in and of itself that produces the productive echoes leading to social change, but
the specific circumstances of the speech:
where it originates, where it is transmitted,
how it is taken up, how it is understood,
and by whom.”
“Victims are viewed as scarred beyond
redemption and hysterics in waiting,” Alcoff said. They feel safest speaking to other
survivors who will not judge them for what
they did or did not do. This does nothing
for collective consciousness raising of the
nation. Alcoff spoke from a perspective as
a firsthand survivor. She understands the
importance and the struggle in speaking
out but stands by the fact that “we need to
maintain a concern for truth in light of all
of this.” We need to keep the conversation
going.
We have made bounds in the ethics of
advertising, and there’s no reason to believe the media can’t follow suit. The patterns in which our speech circulates can
be improved. Alcoff believes this can start
in the courts, and shape public interpretation as a result. This requires institutional
restructuring, and it won’t be easy. However, history is a fluctuation of changes
in the mainstream discourse and radical
social movements, of better educating
ourselves and the public. And so, the work
continues.

Six Bands Advance at Annual Battle of the Bands
Continued from
the front page
Harrison Selle on bass, and Nico Calabria on keyboard.
The panel of judges is expected to
be made up of people involved in the
music world from Colorado Springs.
Bands often prepare for months for
these performances. “Frog plays mostly
originals,” Meyer said. “But I know some
bands play only covers, it just depends.”
Meyer joined Frog last year around this
time, and has been working towards the
goal of Llamapalooza ever since. “It’s a
great opportunity for CC Bands to show
off and perform for their friends,” said
Meyer.
In order to make the day even more
exciting, Greek life on campus has big
plans. “As part of our Block 7 Philanthropy event, Sig Chi and Kappa Kappa
Gamma are hoping to host a Cook-Off!”
said Grace Cooke, Philanthropy Chair
of sorority Kappa Kappa Gamma. “This
event will be open to students, faculty
and staff, and the Colorado Springs
Community. How it will work is that
you will pay $10 to register either as an
individual or as a team of up to three
people.”
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The Weekly Rundown
By Charlotte Schwebel

ON CAMPUS
• The Colorado College Student Body elected Zac
Schulman for Student Body President, Eyner RomanLopez for Student Trustee, Sam Toulmin for Vice
President of Finance, and Cameron Mongover for
Vice-President of Inclusion (CC)

C-SPRINGS
• A grass fire came within yards of the Fort Carson housing complex, leading to mass evacuations.
The fire forecast is set at red after a weekend of fires
around the Springs. Concerns were raised about staff
shortages in the fire department. (Gazette)

COLORADO
• Colorado finished the first caucus of the local
election cycle. On the Democrat side, Cary Kennedy
won the most delegates with 50 percent of the vote
and 9 of the 11 largest counties. Though Republicans
did not assign delegates, Walker Stapleton was revealed to be a favorite. (DenPost)
• Both state senators introduced a bill to fund ‘innovative’ approaches to combat the opioid crisis.
(Bennet)

U.S.A
• The Oscars took place on Sunday. ‘The Shape of
Water’ won best picture, “Coco” won best animated
feature, and Jordan Peele is the first black screenwriter to win best original screenplay for “Get Out.”
(CNN)
• President Donald Trump’s top economic advisor,
Gary Cohn, left the White House after a dispute over
trade. (AP)
• The Senate will vote on a bill to pull back DoddFrank financial regulations. (Vox)
• The Florida legislatiure raised the minimum age
to purchase rifles to 21 and imposed a new three-day
waiting period. (WashPo)
• Ben Carson, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, removed anti-discrimination
language from the department’s mission statement.
(HuffPo)
• Former Trump aide Sam Nunberg refused to go
before a grand jury after he was subpoenaed by Robert Mueller. (WashPo)
• West Virginia teachers decided a five percent salary bump is not enough and remain on strike. This is
the eighth day of the strike. (NYT)
• Gun sales in the U.S. shrunk after the Parkland,
Fla. shooting, a shift from the trend of increased gun
sales after mass-shootings. (WSJ)
• Washington state became the first to reinstate net
neutrality rules on Monday. (NYT)
• President Trump ended an Obama-era ban on
importing elephant tusks. (Hill)
• Oregon banned all domestic abusers from owning
guns with a bill proposed by Governor Kate Brown.
(Hill)
• North Korea said it is open to talks with the U.S.
about abandoning nuclear weapons. (WSJ)
• A federal appeals court ruled that assault weapons
are not protected by the Second Amendment. (NBC)

WORLD

“The dishes will be judged by President Tiefenthaler, Mike Edmunds, and
Zac Kroger,” Cooke continued. She also
noted that these judges have been confirmed, however they may still look for
more to judge the event. “First place
will get a giant, obnoxious, huge trophy
and a prize of some sort,” Cooke said.
“For people who don’t want to cook
but would still like to try out the food,
there will be a small admission fee. We
are hoping to utilize the live music from

“Battle of the Bands,” we will have face
painting and lawn games for kids, and
much more!”
The funds raised will be donated to
Reading is Fundamental, Kappa’s philanthropy organization, and Huntsman
Cancer Foundation, Sigma Chi’s philanthropy. While the event has not been
fully confirmed yet with the school, the
Greek organizations have been working
closely to get it set as it would be a fun
and beneficial day for all.

• The Paralympics begin today and will continue
through March 18. (CNN)
• Angela Merkel put together a coalition government that will allow her to stay in power. (WSJ)
• Antiestablishment parties triumphed in Italian
elections last Sunday. Most campaigned on an antiimmigrant platform. (WSJ)
• Brazil is dealing with the worst outbreak of yellow
fever in decades. The virus kills 3 to 8 percent of those
infected and has already killed seven foreign tourists.
(NYT)
• The U.S. closed its embassy in Turkey over a threat.
This comes as Turkey escalates their role in the Syrian
war. (ALJ)
• A “supercolony” of penguins has been found near
Antarctica. (NYT)
• 11 countries signed a sweeping trade pact that excludes the U.S. It has been described as a “slimmeddown TPP.” (NYT)
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Mads Engel
TC: Do you think you will ever continue your radio work post-graduation?
ME: I think so. I’ve been having fun doing
interviews with bands. I probably won’t do
a whole lot of investigative journalism, but
interviewing musicians has been something
I’ve enjoyed. It’s a skill that’s becoming more
and more valuable, and more and more entities are going to need people to do audio
work. But yeah, I hope to do more later on.
I’ve been having a lot of fun lately. I haven’t
been really doing many podcasts, but what
I’ve been doing is just messing around with
ASMR stuf with the recorders and walking around my house and listening to really
funny noises up close. So, you know, maybe
I’ll have a mid-life crisis then become really
eccentric and then just make sound collages
all the time. Yeah, that could happen.

can’t say anything about the lineup because
we’re inishing our contracts, but the lineup
is sick. I don’t know what else to say. You can
look for clues; I mean it’s kind of hard to say
to look at other major festivals that are getting announced and ind the artists in there,
but you can ind some of the artists that are
coming in those major, major festivals. We
feel like we did a good job with that; we’ll see
what you guys think. And also this year we’re
probably going to have food trucks. We’re still
in the process of planning it, but we’re trying
to set up on Cascade like a little block of food
trucks that can be paid for with tickets that are
bought with meal swipes or money. So hopefully the food will be really good this year.
Also, we’re doing a lot more work and bringing student art into it and making it more immersive and more of a festival experience.
Not so it’s just like, “Here’s the quad and the
stage is over there,” but like, “Here is this big
thing you can walk into and be amazed.”

TC: How did you get involved with the
SOCC and the Llamapalooza committee?
ME: Well, I irst got involved with the SoCC
as a freshman by getting a radio show. hen
my sophomore year, I applied for the Llama
committee because I thought that was cool,
and because I really love live music, and concerts, and festivals, and everything. And since
then I’ve only been writing for the SoCC online. And then the last couple years I worked
my way up in the ranks of Llama, and now I’m
a co-head. I irst got involved because I wanted to be a part of planning something. It’s like
the biggest event at school all year. It’s something you hear about before you come to CC.
And I wanted to make sure it didn’t suck.

Mads Engel ’18 has an ainity for audio. As
radio editor for he Catalyst, Llamapalooza
committee co-chair, and a writer for Sounds
of Colorado College, she immerses herself in
all things music and sound. he Catalyst sat
down with Engel to discuss the prevalence of
podcasts, the Llama lineup, and most importantly, how to inesse the subtle art of bumming Rastall swipes.

Interview/Photo by
Jonathan Tignor

The Catalyst: Why does it seem like nobody ever knows that you’re a history
major?
Mads Engel: Because nobody ever reads
history papers, so all of the work I do in history classes isn’t put on display, whereas people
seem to think I’m a ilm major because I take
a lot of ilm classes, and they see the stuf that
I make in those, and they draw conclusions.
But yeah, nobody knows. Nobody reads the
history papers.

TC: What draws you to working with
audio more so than with writing or
with film?
ME: Well, the things that draw me to audio are the same things that draw me to ilm,
and it’s really just that I have more fun. Audio work is more like collaging than writing;
writing is sort of like generating all of the sentences and thoughts that you have, but audio
work is a little bit more fun for me because
it’s about taking the words that other people
have and putting them together in a way that
conveys what they’re trying to say better than
they could have said it themselves—even
though it is them saying it. It’s a challenge because it’s a ine line between, like, Frankensteining what people say into something that
they didn’t mean and adjusting the things
that they said so that what they mean comes
across more clearly.

TC: What is the strangest audio project you have ever worked on?

ME: he strangest one I’ve ever worked on
was deinitely this piece in my radio journalism class. We had an assignment to cover any
news event in the Springs over the weekend,
so we went to this screening of a documentary about porn addiction. Yeah. It was at UCCS,
and it was really interesting because we were
just interviewing people who were standing
around, and half of them were recovering
porn addicts, who just spoke so frankly about
it. It was just the most unexpected thing. It
wasn’t super raunchy content, but we were
kind of just in awe.

TC: It seems like everyone has a podcast these days. Do you think they
should?
ME: I don’t think everyone has a podcast,
and the people that do have them should. I’m
actually struggling with getting more people
to have podcasts, so . . . But, yeah, in general
though it does seem like everyone these days
has a podcast, and it’s a really cool medium,
but it is something that I think people should
be wary about, like diluting it. If there’s just
an overwhelming amount of audio content
online of unedited interviews and 20-minute long conversations where not much gets
said— I think for people who make podcasts,
it takes just a little bit more work and a little
bit more time—like learning the techniques
and how to edit—to take something that’s a
pretty mediocre audio recording and turn
it into something that’s really cool. So people who are doing anything, I feel like they
should do that extra 10 percent to make their
stuf really, really cool.
he Catalyst Radio Department was thrust
into my hands by a weary Zach Zuckerman
on his last legs at Colorado College. It’s been
a cool experience running it. It’s been awesome to have the support of whatever that
money comes from [Cutler Publications] and
funding people to be able to have access to
the audio software and recording equipment.
And it’s been cool to teach people and give
them the tools and then let them do whatever
they want on their own because the type of
work that comes out of it is such a mixed bag.
Everybody has their own style and their own
soundtracks that they want to put in. And it’s
been fun working on it, but we’re still growing.

TC: What was the best part of Battle
of the Bands for you last week?
ME: he best part of Battle of the Bands was
deinitely Bawarao: it’s black, and white, and
read all over. It was a post-music band where
they just made a bunch of weird sounds and
read the newspaper. A lot of my close friends
are in it. I’m kind of disappointed they didn’t
move on, but also I don’t think CC’s quite
ready for that. But deinitely a highlight.

TC: What are you most excited about
for Llamapalooza this year?
ME: I’m excited for literally everything. I

TC: What will you miss most about CC
when you graduate?
ME: Oh, Rastall. I’ve thought about this a
lot. I’ve probably bummed like a couple of
hundred dollars-worth of swipes this semester just because I’ve eaten at Rastall almost
every day, and I’ve never felt better. I eat so
many vegetables; I get so many vitamins naturally, and I just don’t know what I’m going
to do next year.

TC: Do you have any special tips for
bumming Rastall swipes?
ME: OK, you got to kinda look like you’re
lost, just enough so people think you may or
may not be an underclassman. But also like,
kinda gotta look like you know what you’re
doing. It’s a ine line. And then when you go
up to people, you can’t just bullshit them. You
can’t be like, “Hey, what’s your name? Nice to
meet you.” You just go say, “Hey, do you have
an extra swipe?” And if they do they’ll give
you a swipe, if they don’t they’ll say no and
it’s ine, and you thank them and ind the next
person. here’s no need to pretend like you’re
befriending someone just for swipe because
you’re only going to be standing in line with
them for 30 seconds and then never see them
again. Just go for it.
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What a Mess
Incarcerated Writers Series
his series features writing from inmates at the El Paso County Jail. he articles stem from weekly programming facilitated by the Colorado College Prison
Project. hrough contact between the CC community and Colorado Springs, this series aims to simultaneously broaden the CC perception of incarceration
issues and provide a platform for incarcerated writers. he El Paso County Sherif’s Oice requires approval of written material prior to publication and the
removal of authors’ last names.

By CHRIS THE CONSCIENCE
No one can argue that going to prison in
Colorado is not a life-changing experience.
hat experience is either going to be for the
better or for the worse.
A big factor in which path one chooses
once released back into society is the facility an inmate ends up at for the duration
of their incarceration. Some facilities have
programs that focus on reintegration, some
have college classes, some have trades
where you come out of prison making lots
of money with licenses and certiications.
Some facilities focus on therapeutic community. In Colorado, there are two categories of prisons: state prisons and private
prisons. When a person is handed down a
prison sentence for however many years,
the Department of Corrections somehow
determines to send a prisoner to a private
prison. It’s something we in the world of
DOC know as “being warehoused.”
Being warehoused at a private prison
means working with the bare minimum.
here are no programs, no education
classes, no trades to learn, and minimal
jobs-except for the kitchen. here is absolutely no room for growth! In these fa-

cilities, you are not seen as a person, but
rather as a DOC number, which means you
are a paycheck to many private investors.
I am not saying that the people should
feel sorry for these inmates. Most people
who are in prison are in there for a reason. Whether the time its the crime is a
diferent story. At the same time, let’s be
real about this; one day a good portion of
prisoners will be released back into society. If we are about rehabilitation and
becoming uplifting members of the community, there needs to be an abundance
of programs provided by private prisons
to help former convicts build a positive
foundation to stand on once released. he
uncomfortable truth is that private prison
facilities are being shut down all over the
country due to the fact that they would
rather make proits of of society’s tragedy
and miseries than spend portions of their
proits on programs to help inmates reintegrate back into their communities.
I was released from a private prison facility in February 2017 after serving four
years of a four and a half year sentence. I
had nowhere to go, and I was given a hotel
voucher for two weeks to put my life back
together. Great odds for success, huh?
I have conversed with parolees who have
been given directions by their parole of-

icer to go stay at the shelter. If they cannot get into the shelter, they should sleep
somewhere in the vicinity of the shelter
outside. Another parolee showed me paperwork where his parole oicer has in
writing that this parolee was to stay in the
back of a Walmart from a certain time of
night until a certain time early morning
because the parolee was homeless. I have
witnessed a homeless parolee catch an
escape charge for not standing on a city
street corner for 11 hours until his curfew
was up and he could leave that street corner to start his day.
Most men and women that come out of
prison have no stability with their living
situation. hat seems to be the number
one issue with their reintegration into society. he lack of government funding,
private funding, family help, and minimal
patience from authorities (parole oicers,
probation oicers, etc.) give these second
chancers little hope.
Prisons call themselves “correctional facilities.” What exactly are they correcting?
Most men and women go to prison for minor crimes, learn to become better criminals while incarcerated, and come out
committing bigger crimes because they
lack support from the system and their
family. hese former prisoners being re-

leased know they don’t have a leg to stand
on once back in the community. Society
wants nothing to do with them, and in a lot
of cases, neither does their family.
I understand that the United States as
a whole is apprehensive to help men and
women incarcerated or being released
from incarceration. I’ve done my time in
prison and a lot of these men and women
should be there, and rightly deserve the
time they were given. here is also a huge
portion of us that are striving to be better people, and want to become uplifting
members of our communities. We are still
human; we are still somebody’s mother,
father, daughter, or son. Most of us have
a family member incarcerated now or at
some time in our life. When is the last time
you sent a letter or went to visit? Does it always have to be “out of sight, out of mind?”
I had an elder who had been in prison for
29 years tell me, “Look at these cells. You’ve
got two choices: you can let these cells be a
womb or a tomb. Which one are you gonna
choose?” hat question changed my whole
thought process toward life and myself.
If one of our duties as a nation is to uplift
fallen humanity, then that process would
have to start at home within our own communities. Just food for thought.

CC Campus Safety Week Highlights Active Assailant Procedure
Continued from the front page

across the country called “Run, Hide, and
Fight.” Associate Director of Campus Safety
Nick Calkins elaborated on the general structure of this technique.
“First inclination is try to evacuate whatever space you’re in,” Calkins began. “As soon
as we get information about a viable situation that’s happening on campus, we’ll be

sending out emergency mass notiications
using the RAVE notiication system.”
Calkins could not provide information on
what directions would be ordered, as they
would be speciic to circumstances. “You’re
going to get out, get somewhere safe, somewhere you’re protected,” Calkins said. “hen
if you have additional information, you can
call into Campus Safety using that RAVE
Guardian messaging system. You can also
call 911, and the Colorado Springs Police Department would notify Campus Safety.”

Guidelines for the “run” segment of this
procedure include: having an escape route in
mind, leaving belongings behind, evacuating
regardless of others agreeing to follow, helping others escape, and refraining from moving wounded people.
“ ‘Hide’ is for if people think that they can’t
evacuate the area or if they receive a message to shelter in place,” Calkins said. “hat
means that you’re going to secure whatever
room you’re in, the best way that you can.”
He suggests blocking the entrance by any

Photos By Shane Rose

means possible, as assailants often search for
easy targets.
“he ‘ight’ part of the plan is to be prepared if someone actually comes into the
room and the situation is down to your life
versus the life of the attacker,” Calkins continued. “You have to be prepared to engage
that person and ight for your life. You have
to take whatever measures have to be taken
to secure your life and anybody else’s life in
that room.”
hough the ‘ight’ aspect of this technique
is critical to follow in these extreme situations, Calkins and Toland emphasized that it
only comes into play as a last resort to protect
yourself. While CC ofers personal defense
classes, campus safety also encourages taking risk-avoidance classes regarding personal safety and verbal de-escalation.
CC does not require Campus Safety to
teach active assailant training to the whole
community, however, Calkins and Toland
make it clear that if asked, campus safety will
provide information to as many people willing to receive it. “I do think it’s really good,
empowering information to get out to as
many groups as possible,” Toland said. “I will
give a presentation to two people or to 200
people basically on a moment’s notice.”
hus, Toland encourages community
members to reach out to him if interested
in learning more. “I would caution people
to enjoy life, realize that they’re here, that
they’re safe, and [that] it’s a beautiful thing
to be on Colorado College’s campus,” Toland
said. “But at the same time, some information is empowering.”
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CC Hockey Opens Playoffs Against Familiar Foe
By Michael Gorman
As the regular season comes to a close, the
Colorado College Tigers find themselves
facing off against a familiar foe in the best
of three first-round series, the second seed
Denver University Pioneers. After winning
once and losing once in their final regular
season matchup against Western Michigan,
the Tigers occupy seventh place in the National Collegiate Hockey Conference.
The Friday matchup against the Western
Michigan University Broncos is the matchup the Tigers will likely look more fondly
upon when reviewing the past weekend’s
games. The score was 1–1, as junior Cole
McCaskill scored the game-winning goal
with fewer than three minutes remaining
in the game. McCaskill’s goal was the second of his season, and it was his second
career game-winner. The first Tiger goal
was scored by junior Mason Bergh, who
tied the game with his sixteenth strike of
the season with just fewer than 10 minutes
to go. Junior Trey Bradley and sophomore

Nick Halloran both made key passes leading up to Bergh’s goal, and Halloran also
assisted on the game-winner. Sophomore
goalie Alex Leclerc was solid in net, making 33 saves, 16 of which came in the fateful
third period.
Although the first period was tough for
the Tigers, as the Broncos struck with 8:13
remaining in the first frame, they were able
to stay fierce and finish with a win. Neither
team could capitalize on their power play
opportunities: the Tigers were blanked on
their four chances, and the Broncos were
empty on both of theirs.
The Tigers played more cleanly on Friday, with three penalties resulting in six
minutes of power plays, while the Broncos
committed five, for 10 minutes. The faceoff
count favored the Broncos, 43–32.
The victory tied the Tigers at fourth in the
NCHC, along with University of Nebraska
Omaha and University of North Dakota, but
the deciding game was still to come.

The Tigers were thrashed 8–2 on Saturday by the Broncos, eliminating the Tigers'
chances for home ice during the playoffs.
Western Michigan scored six of their goals
during a nine-minute span in the second
period.
CC struck first, right as the game started;
as first-year Christiano Versich netted his
sixth goal of the season 1:43 into the game.
The lead didn’t last long, as the Broncos responded twice before the period was over.
After a Tiger goal scored by Bradley early
in the second, the Broncos went on a tear,
scoring all of the rest of their goals before
the second period ended.
LeClerc was pulled for first-year Alec Cavalruso after the fifth Bronco goal. Unfortunately, it didn’t make a huge difference, as
the Broncos still netted another goal.
Despite the poor result, the Tigers are
playing some of their best hockey in years.
The Tigers’ 14 overall wins and eight
league victories are the most in one season

since the 2012-13 campaign, when they
were 18–19–5 overall and 11–13–4 in the
WCHA. This is their best result since joining the NCHC in the 2013-2014 season.
The Tigers will just have to move on from
the big loss, and their sights are directly
aimed at DU. LeClerc spoke on the team’s
mentality entering the playoffs. “We are
moving forward, and now it’s playoff hockey; losing is not an option,” he said. “As a
group, we did not come ready to compete
for the entire 60 minutes on Saturday, and
we suffered the consequences.” He went on
to describe the effect of the earlier matchups against Denver going into this playoff
weekend. “Our games played versus DU
this year helps us in terms of what to expect
and which small adjustments to work on
to make sure we are ready to compete for
threestraight nights.”
This weekend, the Tigers look to add two
more wins to their 1–2–1 record against the
Pioneers.

Photo Courtesy of CC Tigers

The Inside Scoop on the Valet Charmer:
Q&A with Junior Lacrosse Player Parker Woo
By Ben Hall
Ben Hall: You should update your LinkedIn.
Parker Woo: I honestly forgot I had one
of those.
BH: How long have you been playing
lacrosse, and what other sports have you
played?
PW: I’ve been playing lacrosse since I was
a little kid, pretty much since I could walk.
I played soccer all the way through high
school, and was thinking about playing in
college, but I got recruited for lacrosse, so
it was an easy choice.
BH: I was stalking your mom’s Facebook;
did your dad used to play lacrosse?

practice, but I can’t divulge those secrets …
this is the first time I’ve ever played broomball, so it feels pretty good. We lost the DG
broomball tournament in the finals, so this
is redemption. I hear we have some pretty
steep competition, though.
BH: In high school, you were recognized
at the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards
for printmaking. Can you tell me a little bit
about that?
PW: I did a lot of art in high school, and
I kind of miss it. I got really into drypoint
etching, and our school was a heavily artcentered school, so we had pretty good resources. At the end of the year, we submitted all our work, and a lot of us got some
awards.

Photo Courtesy of CC Athletics

This week I sat down with Seattle native Parker Woo, midfielder and face-off
specialist for the Colorado College Men’s
Lacrosse team. Woo received All-American
honors last season after helping the team
to a 10–6 record, with a team-high of 171
face-off wins. This season, the team is off to
a 3–1 record, playing Wittenberg University
at home on Washburn Field at 1 p.m. today.

PW: Yeah, he played lacrosse at UC Berkley, which is why I started playing as a little
kid. My sister also plays—she’s a freshman
at Pitzer this year.

BH: Back in the day, you were a Star
Wars character for Halloween.
PW: That was not so back in the day.
BH: Really? When was that?

BH: You’re more than just a varsity athlete: your IM broomball team just made it
to the championships. What makes your
team so good, and what’s it like being in
such a coveted position?

PW: Well, that has been very consistent
throughout my lifetime; it’s a recurring
theme.

PW: You know, we just have a lot of good
chemistry going on. One might say we

BH: Because I saw a picture of you holding two different light sabers, I wasn’t sure

who you were supposed to be.
PW: That’s a sweet picture. I was just one
with the force at that point.
BH: And how do you identify these days
as a Star Wars character?
PW: Obviously as a Jedi. Obviously.
BH: A lot of your good friends are guys
who used to play on the team and stopped
playing at some point, why did you stick
with it?
PW: I really just enjoy playing, and I
know I help the team a lot.
BH: You played on the same soccer team
for 12 years, your mom was the manager,
how was that experience?
PW: That was fantastic. We started it in
first grade, and it was the same group of
guys all the way through senior year of
high school. Even though after we graduated elementary and middle school we all
went to different schools, we kept playing
on the same club team. Those are some of
my best friends. We won a couple city tournaments, a couple state tournaments.
Thanks Parker, and good luck today!
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First-Year Camille Weaver is Raising the Bar
By Claire Tobin
Feeling overwhelmed with schoolwork,
social obligations, and extra-curriculars
is normal on the Block Plan, but can you
imagine going to practice everyday for a
Division III sport on top of that? Division
III athletes are busy, but they count their
blessings when comparing themselves to
Division I athletes. Division I athletes barely have time to manage everything. However, there is one lady who is truly defying the
odds. First-year Camille Weaver is playing
a Division I and Division III sport simultaneously. Weaver is currently playing spring
soccer, running track, considering the premed track, and still smiling through it all.
She might as well be superwoman.
Weaver is a first-year from Bend, Ore.
She grew up playing soccer with her brothers and picked up track and field in middle
school for fun. In high school, she played
both sports, receiving four varsity letters in
each. “I wanted to go DI for track and soccer, but it’s hard to do both,” Weaver said.
“I looked for a school where I could go DI
for one or the other, and Colorado College
was perfect for that.”
Weaver had a strong soccer season in the
fall, starting in 18 out of 19 games. According to Head Coach Geoff Bennett, “Camille
is a great athlete that can play multiple positions for us, but will likely be leaned upon
in the back line. Her ability to defend one v.
one, strength on the tackle, and her recovery speed is fantastic. We expect Camille to
contribute to our back line right away.”
Last weekend, Weaver proved to be
equally talented on the track when the Tigers traveled to Salem, Ore. In the first outdoor meet of the year, Weaver made her

Photo Courtesy of Alex Nichols

college debut in the high jump, long jump,
and the 100 meter. “I was really happy with
my long jump and my high jump,” Weaver
said. “In long jump I went 17’3, and in high
jump I did 5’1.” With a long jump like that so
early in the season, Weaver has a good shot
at breaking the school record of 17’11.
So far, Weaver is loving the track team.
“Everyone is really supportive of each other, even though we all train in our separate
groups,” she said. “Everyone was so welcoming of me, which I wasn’t expecting, but

Conversations by Candelight:
A Last Minute Interview Gone Right
By Sam Mathai
Every week,
senior lacrosse player
Sam Mathai exercises his vernacular,
targeting anything and
anyone on campus.

I sincerely believe that the allure of my
column, at this point at least, is not the journalistic necessity of who I interview or what I
write. Operating under that assumption, until someone informs me otherwise, I usually
interview my friends and acquaintances, or
sometimes nobody at all. At first glance, this
seems like lazy journalism by a kid who is at
the end of his college career and not interested in making new friends—and there may be
some truth in that.
There is also the fact that I was going to ask
my coaches for some hot takes this week, but
both replied much too late to be interviewed.
One actually replied to me late Tuesday night
and I, foolishly thinking he wanted to talk,
began some casual banter. After three texts,
he said, “Okay, can I go to bed now?” Nothing says healthy player-coach relationship
like being guilt-tripped because I am robbing
them of sleep.
But hear me out: why not interview your
friends? For me, I know I can say whatever I
want, and I know that my friend/interviewee
will reply with something genuine. Friendship produces answers that will probably
need to be censored by my editor, and, in
all honesty, that is what I’m looking for. It’s
more fun for me to write, and I think it’s more
entertaining for my audience. It’s a win-winwin. The third win is that someone random
didn’t have their day interrupted by me for a
column they don’t read.
With that being said, I interviewed Hunter
Heninger this week because he is one of my
favorite people to ever exist, including Macho Man Randy Savage and Jesus. It is worth

mentioning we’ve never had a normal conversation. The conversation I had with him
this week was weird because it was so normal.
Every day, I gear up right next to Heninger,
as we both are on the lacrosse team and our
lockers are next to each other. The kid never
fails to put a smile on my face. He has an indestructible, quiet optimism. He’s like a happier, better looking funnier Joseph GordonLevitt who sat in the locker room next to me
during lacrosse season. If that doesn’t make
you want to join the men’s lacrosse team,
nothing will.
He’s also the least ‘lax bro’-ish person I
know, including those who don’t even play.
If you looked at him and talked to him, you
would never know the kid is an absolute
mongoose on the field—which I think is an
apt comparison, but I don’t know enough
about mongooses to be sure. I asked him
for some hot takes, because I thought his
perspective would be a unique one, and I
thought he would make me laugh.
We ended up having a really wholesome
back and forth that just reinforced the fact
that Heninger is, in fact, super dope. To transcribe that here, though, would be this column’s version of a Nicholas Sparks novel. We
talked about our new offensive coach, who
he described as a ‘fired-up gorilla.’ To some
people, that might be an insult, but I honestly
think this particular coach would be into it.
We talked about our favorite sideline chirps,
like “this kid has skinny legs!” which usually
is shouted by someone with legs that would
not qualify as particularly girthy. Or the classic: “This kid is at an increased risk of developing heart disease because of his unhealthy
lifestyle.” You know, normal, simple stuff like
that.
We talked well into the night, and though I
didn’t have a Pulitzer Prize-worthy interview,
I did have a great talk with a good friend of
mine. I would like to say that means more
than a Pulitzer, but you and I, and everyone
else knows that’s not true.

it was really nice to have that kind of en- double up on practices two or three days
vironment, especially when I didn’t know a week. We have five soccer games in the
spring season. There’s one track meet that
anyone.”
Weaver is passionate about track and I’ll have to fly straight from the meet to the
soccer
game.”
soccer and is comWeaver smiled at
mitted to continuthis thought.
ing both. “I love
Weaver is exthe people and the
“I wanted to go [Division] I cited
about both
sports themselves,”
for track and soccer, but it’s of her upcomshe said. “I’m going seasons. She
ing to do everyhard to do both.”
is confident that
thing I can to keep
she can balance
doing track and
everything and
soccer.”
Weaver
is currently balancing a rigorous practice looks forward to the challenge. You can
schedule to maintain her spot on both catch Weaver tearing up the soccer field
teams. “Right now I have soccer four times nearly every day of the week, or see her in
a week with two lifts, and I do track two or the next track meet in Pueblo the first Satthree times a week,” she explained. “So I urday of spring break.
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Green Places Do Not Mean White Spaces: How CC
Approaches Racial Inclusivity in the Outdoors
By Sierra Takushi
Plastered on the front covers of outdoor
magazines are thrilling images of kayakers
plunging through untamed rapids and frostcovered skiers lying through clouds of powder.
hese publications showcase powerful athletes
and adventures that “you too can experience!”
However, after peeling the pricey wetsuits and
chic goggles of of the models, one might notice
that they are conspicuously white, and thus
they might come to the realization that you can
experience these outdoor endeavors under one
condition: if you, too, are white.
Outdoor publications disproportionately
feature white models within their glossy pages,
and as a result, ‘the outdoors’ continues to be
portrayed as a nearly exclusively white space.
his racial disparity is especially prevalent in
organized outdoor activity. As an institution
that advertises its ‘adventurous spirit’ and its
heavily-supported outdoor education system,
Colorado College risks the consequences of
prolonging the historically exclusive outdoorsy
lifestyle.
Outdoor Education (OE) and additional CC
student groups recognize this threat and aim
to enforce racial inclusivity. Strategies include
creating conversation, providing accessible
resources, and encouraging involvement. Last
week, the student group Conversations on
Whiteness held a presentation about whiteness
in the outdoors. he event was led by Riley
Hutchings, junior economics major and COW
member, and Director of Field Studies, Drew
Cavin.
Hutchings wanted to clarify her intentions
as a white student leading the conversation
on inclusivity. “I, in no way, want to speak for
people of color,” she said. “But I really want
to promote their voices and to help take of

the burden of taking down white supremacy force an interest.
More importantly, OE hopes to foster an
at CC.” To recognize white supremacy in
outdoor spaces, Hutchings began the meeting appreciation for the outdoors in students who
by asking attendees to deine "wilderness". return as leaders and inspire others like them to
hen she contrasted the group’s positive be involved. Atiya Harvey, senior feminist and
deinition with the United States’ historically gender studies major, is one of those leaders.
racist establishment of these areas. She As a student of color, a Level I ORC leader,
elaborated on local Native American history and an outdoor enthusiast, Harvey recognizes
and emphasized the implications of white the importance of sharing her experience with
expansion on their land. Cavin also provided other students of color. “For me, it’s a very
a dissertation on racially-related constraints freeing and beautiful experience, and I want
in the outdoors. he event concluded with that to be given to other people,” Harvey said.
how CC was approaching inclusivity in the “I’ve noticed that a lot of people of color don’t
feel like it’s a space for them. I think part of that,
outdoors.
OE plays a role in many of those approaches for people with marginalized identities, is that
being in that space means
by providing speciied
that you’re going to have
trips for students of color.
In fact, two Outdoor
“I felt seen, and I felt heard, to deal with an oppressive
person.”
Recreation
Committee
and that was enough.”
Harvey’s observations
trips of the sort went
come from years of
out last weekend: Asian
Student Union had a day trip at Ski Cooper, experience in the outdoors. In high school, she
and Black Women of Colorado College went was involved with the Student Conservation
snowshoeing at Jones Pass. Outdoor Education Association and went on month-long camping
Specialist Rachael Abler commented on the trips. She has also been on many ORC trips.
importance of supporting these trips. “More In all situations, Harvey was a racial minority
often than not, there’s a misconception that and faced numerous racial confrontations
something is not appropriate or available for alone. “I did the TREE semester last year and
certain people,” Abler said. “We try really hard we stopped at Wilkerson Pass,” she recalled. “I
to clarify that these opportunities are available wanted to buy a sticker so I went up and asked
to anyone and everyone if you want them.”
for one, and the man said ‘No, we have stamps’
To communicate this concept, OE contacts and I was like ‘Dang, I left my passport.’ his
student groups like ASU and BWCC about man responds with ‘Oh where’d you leave it? In
available resources and support. he group Africa?’” Harvey also encountered white campleaders are then encouraged to propose trips mates making ofensive comments about race
to OE throughout the year. he costs of these relations during the Trayvon Martin case,
trips and their gear are heavily subsidized. while carrying the social pressures of being a
Abler explained that OE restrains itself from minority with limited cultural similarities to
proposing their own speciied trips so as not to her fellow campers.

Despite these racial aggressions, Harvey
remains devoted to pursuing and leading
outdoor endeavors. Her devotion stems from an
inspirational ORC leader who was courageous
enough to have a conversation about her racial
identity. “I felt seen, and I felt heard, and that
was enough,” Harvey said. “Sometimes that’s
what people need: to not feel alone, to not feel
invisible, to not feel isolated. After that, I was
dedicated to becoming a leader, so that I could
be that leader to other people.” Harvey was a
co-leader for the BWCC snowshoe trip last
weekend. She also plans to lead a ski trip for
Bridge Scholar Students and a rafting trip for
the Glass House residents before she graduates
in the spring.
CC’s endeavor to ensure racial inclusivity
doesn’t end with Harvey’s or Outdoor
Education's actions. Director of Outdoor
Education Ryan Hammes commented on the
misconceptions that may result from overlyconident presentations of outdoor activities by
students. “We all put our backpack on for the
irst time; we all put our climbing harness on
for the irst time; we all came from not knowing
anything, so why is there this ego?” Hammes
said. “We don’t want to tell our leaders how
we want them to introduce their trip, but at the
same time, how can we use inclusive language
and keep the jargon and the lingo so it’s not
turning some folks of or confusing people?”
his conscious approach to inclusivity must
be applied by the student body. Whether it
entails using inclusive language, inviting an
inexperienced friend to your Breckinridge
cabin, or simply having a conversation, it is the
responsibility of the CC community to pursue
racial inclusivity, and to bring color to the
white-washed representation of the outdoors.

New Student Orientation, Round Two: Apply to Lead
By Melanie Mandell
For the past 15 years, Colorado College has of the department goals and kinds of leaders
required all new students to explore the west they seek. After interviewing applicants, the
through service trips, better known as Priddy interviewers meet to deliberate. “Interviewees
trips, as part of New Student Orientation. are given a grade based on how well we think
hese small, student-led excursions allow they’d be able to lead and then we discuss their
new students to get to know each other in a grade as a group,” said Crye. “We hardly ever
space away from the
pressures of campus,
where they’re more
comfortable
being
themselves.
While many factors
inluence the quality
of the trip itself, one
cannot underestimate
how the character of
the student leaders
afects the overall
success
of
the
experience.
David
Crye,
Assistant Director of
Outdoor Education,
plays a crucial role in
determining
which
Photo Courtesy of Outdoor Education
student
applicants
will lead NSO. “he biggest thing we like to have that many bad grades, which means we
emphasize is that you don’t need previous have to look at other aspects of an interviewee.”
For example, in combination with the
leading experience,” Crye explained. “We
just want students who are excited to have a strength of each interview, Crye also examines
positive impact on the incoming class.” When major disciplinary patterns. “We don’t
selecting leaders, the interview team looks for care about a noise complaint or a couple of
just that: the passion that applicants bring and small violations,” he said. “We are looking
for repeated ofenses, probations, and
the potential they have to lead a fulilling trip.
he Outdoor Education Department recruits suspensions.” Because the leader application
experienced student leaders to conduct is so popular and competitive, interviewers
interviews. hese leaders have a strong sense must look to minute details to separate the

leader in the fall. “I’d do it for free, but the fact
that it pays is awesome.” Meanwhile, Stuart
Callinan '21 spoke of the opportunity to give
back through leading: “I had such an awesome
experience on my Priddy trip, and I felt like the
leaders were a major part of that,” he said. “I
want to provide that
experience to the
incoming irst-years
so that they feel as
welcomed to CC as
that I did.”
hough Callinan
spoke highly of his
Priddy experience,
there are plenty
of students who
do not express the
same
sentiment.
However,
this
should
not
be
a
deterrent
to
leading. “If you
had a negative
NSO
experience,
Photo Courtesy of Mary Murphy
I encourage you to
major disciplinary actions throughout the past come lead,” Crye noted. “Give someone a great
year,” said Crye. Returning leaders usually get experience by learning from the unfortunate
the job again, but in some special cases, they experience you had.”
If you think you’d make an efective NSO
will not be rehired.
I talked to a few irst-years who are applying leader, apply on Summit! he application
to be NSO leaders and asked them why they’d closes on March 15, so get it done before
like to lead. “It would be pretty awesome to be Spring Break—late applications will not be
that person to facilitate freshman awkwardness accepted. You could be the one to make a irstand would also just be so much fun to get to year’s transition to CC an unforgettable and
go on a trip with a group of fun people,” said rewarding experience!
Victoria Cusanello '21, who hopes to be an NSO
people who will be hired from the people who
won’t.
As for returning leaders, the process is a
bit more streamlined. “We just look at their
returning leader application, the reviews that
their trippees gave them last year, and any
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CC Students
Celebrate Chinese
New Year
By Arielle Gordon
Colorado College and Air Force Academy students
traded roosters for dogs in the biggest Chinese celebration of the year—the Chinese Lunar New Year.
“Chinese New Year is diferent every year, as it depends upon the lunar calendar. It is a widely celebrated
family holiday in China,” said Julia Gledhill '20, who cohosted the celebration. “his year, we said goodbye to
the year of the rooster and welcomed the year of the
dog.”
he Chinese Lunar New Year was Friday, Feb. 16, but
since it fell during Block Break, close to 100 students
packed the red and brightly decorated space in Bemis
Great Hall last hursday to celebrate. Sponsored by the
Chinese Department and Chinese Student Association, students sang, danced, and played music. In addition to 14 diferent performances, dinner was served
for free.
“My favorite part of the event was deinitely the variety of performances,” Gledhill said. “It was such a treat
to see fellow students perform traditional Chinese ensembles and dances.”
Members of CSA, CC students who are taking Chinese language classes, and CC students who saw the
event on liers attended. Students from the Air Force
Academy were also invited.
“We were really glad that a lot of people came to this
event,” said Abbie Wang '20, who helped plan the celebration.
In addition to coordinating the event, Wang also participated in the performances. She and several other
students performed a popular Chinese song that they

Photo by Nick Penzel
learned in elementary school.
“It was a really great experience to sing the song together,” Wang said. “It was fun to have the Chinese language learners join us, too.”
In the future, Wang would like to involve even more
members of the CC community in the celebration. hey
enjoyed having students from the Air Force Academy
attend and would like to invite University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs students next year. Wang would also
like to invite members of the Colorado Springs community to attend and share their stories with students.
Chinese New Year is traditionally celebrated in many
ways, one of which includes illing dumplings with
diferent items. Candy illings represent a sweet year;
coins or money inside symbolize that you will have
money, and tofu illings represent good luck in the year

to come. Additionally, children often receive money in
red envelopes from their family members. he color
red is important because it symbolizes luck. Many of
the decorations at the celebration were red, and people
often wear red clothing as well.
CSA has meetings every block and aims to put on
these larger events a few times each year. hey are
in the process of planning “Taste of China,” an event
where students from diferent provinces in China can
cook a local dish and share it with other students. Wang
estimates that they have 50–100 active CSA members
right now.
“We are deinitely going to have a Chinese New Year
celebration again,” Wang said. “At the beginning of next
year, we will celebrate the second largest festival, the
Mid-Autumn Festival, as well.”

Moxie inspires artful eating. "We really wanted to do
just a little bit more," said Buth, as she spoke about
Moxie’s development in comparison to Ola Juice Bar,
her other restaurant location. Moxie takes the notion
of healthy eating past juices and salads, to hot dishes,
rich desserts, and unique cocktails. "I got the chai apple
cider, and it was amazing!" said junior Marissa Oves.

"We just wanted to showcase
the food itself: show people that
vegetables and plant-based items
can have a ton of lavor and be
really good."

Moxie: Bringing the Life
and Color Back Into
Veganism
By Becca Stine
In a generation of veganism, vegetarianism, dairyfree and gluten-free everything, food can start to get a
little strange. From the classic veggie burger patty and
nut "cheeses," to products like "Tofurky" (tofu-turkey),
and marinated carrot hot dogs, it is hard to identify just
what exactly we're putting into our bodies. We know it's
"healthy," but is it accessible and re-creatable at home?
Little do many realize, however, that vegetables can be
art in their normal and natural forms.
Moxie, a new vegan restaurant, demonstrates how
lavorful and diverse vegetables can really be. "We just
wanted to showcase the food itself: show people that
vegetables and plant-based items can have a ton of
lavor and be really good,” said Nissa Buth, owner of
Moxie. “So we're not trying to replace meat dishes with
plant-based dishes, but just really showcase what it can
do on its own."
he menu has a variety of eating options, from fresh
soups and salads, to entrees such as sweet potato tacos, sage gnocchi, and caulilower mushroom polenta.
heir quinoa bowl was served with grilled pineapple,

Photo By Aaron Cronin
marinated brussels sprouts, sour cherries, sliced almonds, pickled onions, carrots, and a ginger soy dressing. his entrée has a large portion size, leaving you
feeling energized and incredibly satisied.
he appetizers are possibly the most unique and artistic of all the food on the menu, with items such as
cabbage dumplings, tempura brussels sprouts, socca
made with garbanzo beans, and caulilower au gratin.
he appetizers themselves are served in large quantities that several customers could happily share, or that
an individual could even order as their entree. he food
all tastes healthy and fresh, and you know exactly what
you're ingesting.
he main chef, who has worked at several successful establishments in Colorado Springs, created each
recipe on the menu. All meals could be taken home
and easily mimicked. his highlights another signiicant component to the dining experience at Moxie; not
only are you enjoying nutritious vegan dishes, but the
simplicity of many recipes allows customers to take this
healthy approach into their everyday lives.

“his place tricks you into being vegan. I went with two
omnivores, and they loved it.”
With an unusual but beautiful view of the southern
mountains, a large, tall bar occupying the center, and
old red brick pillars and walls, Moxie is unique in its
aesthetic and location, as well as its mission. "It's really
just the word, ‘Moxie,’ which is [about] the real drive,
and gumption about life ... just kind of a sass about
life," said Buth. "I think a lot of day-to-day people don’t
get to know a lot of people in the service industry and
don’t realize that it’s a viable way to live. A lot of people
are here because they want to be here and not because
they're just trying to make ends meet. A lot of people
love what they do, and they love serving people, and
being around people, and being around food."
Not only does Moxie bring the beauty and taste in
vegetables to life, but it also has the most friendly, familiar, and welcoming staf, who have their own personal relationships and preferences about each dish on
the menu. "We believe this is food that everybody will
like," Buth said.
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Terrifying Truths
Incarcerated Writers Series
his series features writing from inmates at the El Paso County Jail. he articles stem from weekly programming facilitated by the Colorado College Prison
Project. hrough contact between the CC community and Colorado Springs, this series aims to simultaneously broaden the CC perception of incarceration
issues and provide a platform for incarcerated writers. he El Paso County Sherif’s Oice requires approval of written material prior to publication and the
removal of authors’ last names.

By JEFF
Is the money the motive or is it the current movement? What is the motivation for
women to come forward and speak out?
For so long, women have been the victims
of silence and sufering. Suddenly, there
has been a surge in disgruntled allegations,
wheeled by their victims and anchored by
movements such as #METOO. his has
shed the light on unsafe workplaces, unethical afairs, sexual assaults, disrespect,
and sexism at an all-time high. Yet many
do not know whom to believe. Are these
accusations false or are they simply truths
inally exposed?
Many men feel that they are being targeted by “money hungry” accusers. Some
men from the outside, simply looking in,

do not want to be identiied in relation
with such heinous acts. As a result, many
of them choose prejudice and protect their
fellow gender. As any movement, there will
be perpetrators with ulterior motives. Yet
what do we say when our mother, sister,
wife, aunt, or daughter are victims? Men
who we hold to high esteem have looded
our television and the tabloids. Men who
have been trusted with our kids, health,
and future have terribly failed us. Was Harvey Weinstein the irst to use his wealth
and power to sexually assault and harass
his subordinates? Is Larry Nassar the only
pervert who manipulated parents to victimize their daughters? When there has
been an entire organization revealed to
have covered up for these crimes or over
260 victims in a single incident, how can it
fall on deaf ears?

We all know this has been going on for
way too long. It’s just the sad, bitter, and
embarrassing truth that, as a country, we
do not want to accept. Fortunately, now
the ice has been broken and it is time for us
to face the music. Women who have been
victimized are being heard. Reports and
allegations are being investigated, while
sweeping them under the rug is a thing of
the past. Our women have taken a stand
and are meeting anger and denial with
courage. Times have changed so much
since the early 1900s when women irst
gained the right to vote through the 19th
Amendment. Yet so much has remained
the same!
We must accept that just as racist as this
country still remains, it is also sexist. Derogatory comments made by a presidential
candidate were overlooked. Music degrad-

ing our women is gloriied and praised. Sex
traicking is at an all-time high. We have
gradually stripped our women of their esteem, pride, and morals. It is time for us to
hear their cries and nurture their wounds.
Women are the building block of our society, yet here they are being treated as lessthan. Without this outpour or this movement what would become of the women of
our future? How do you recognize that this
is a crisis, and something must be done
about it? he #METOO movement is beyond a hope to be heard; it is the sad truths
of our America. Lastly, these are only the
reported incidents! Imagine all the women
and little girls out there who do not have a
mouthpiece and are still holding on to horror and hurt inside? Do not be blinded by
the people acting like this is not an issue.
America, we have a problem!

Heinous Email Sent to Terrorize CC Over Spring Break:
10 Days Later
some faculty without tenure feel powerless
to confront or condemn their tenured peers,
expressed Robertson during the panel. Faculty and staf seem to point back to students
“Admitting that the views in the email as the main holders of power at the institucould have come from campus would open tion, asserting that they need to push for the
up a conversation on how the school has to change.
make drastic structural changes to reduce
Despite continual issues of racism, sexism,
racism on this campus if they want to call transphobia, erasure, and other issues of
themselves a diverse, welcoming school and marginalization, the college has changed in
put pictures of black folks all over their web- the past several years. Tiefenthaler is proud
site,” said Caplan. “In an efort to force that of the advances the college has made in her
conversation to happen, I and other black time at the college. She cited the approval of
students are writing a letter detailing the the Race, Ethnicity, and Migration Studies
ways in which CC can become an actively major, the founding of the Butler Center, the
anti-racist institution, as it claims to be.”
board approval of a diversity commitment,
Caplan’s remarks are some of many that a faculty and staf committee dedicated to
critique CC’s policy of using photos of black work on issues of diversity, and a six percent
students. On Wednesday night, many black increase in students of color represented in
students attended a three-hour long meet- the student body.
ing with Tiefenthaler, the Butler Center, and
Tiefenthaler mentioned other college iniEdmonds and Mason to discuss this and tiatives, like Dr. Paul Buckley’s Good to Great
countless other issues surrounding race on multi-day professional development procampus.
gram available to staf (although, not manhere is no consensus as to whose obliga- datory), joining QuestBridge, an increase
tion and whose abillity it is to tackle these in Block Break opportunities, eforts to inissues, but frustration is palpable among stu- crease inclusion in the outdoor space, and
dents, faculty, and staf.
increased funding for blocks and semesters
For her part, Tiefenthaler noted while pol- abroad.
icy from the administration bears responsiHowever, it must be said that despite the
bility for the campus climate, things need campus initiatives, and with or without the
to change, “I hear from a lot of students they sending of a heinous email targeting people
want me to ix it,” she said.
based on race and identity,
“And I just can’t. I mean I’m
students report the experience
“Everybody is going to
trying to do what I can, and I
at Colorado College changes
have to own this from
am open to doing more. And
dramatically based upon race.
everything that happens
I will listen to whoever wants
his is something Tiefenthaler
to talk and tell me what they’d in the classroom, to what is painfully aware of as presihappens in Rastall, you
like us to do. But I can’t wave
dent.
know. It’s much bgger than
a wand.”
“We’re a predominately, hisa policy.”
“Everybody is going to have
torically white institution, and
to own this from everything
we have a hundred and some
that happens in the classyears of being that (which is
room, to what happens at social events, to frustrating to students, and I understand
what happens in Rastall, you know,” Tiefen- that),” Tiefenthaler said. “Change is really
thaler said. “It’s much bigger than a policy. I hard. And this kind of work—it takes time.
can’t—if I could say, you know, we’re going And you know I get frustrated with it too. But
to have a policy and we’re going to be 100 as Dr. Buckley, I think, eloquently said yespercent inclusive environment, I would.”
terday, we’ve got to keep working on it, and
Discussions of culpability have become we can do it. But it takes commitment from
contentious in the wake of the email with everybody.”
demands to address a continuum of racist
his racist, anti-black, misogynistic, and
violence on campus—the most prominent anti-trans email exists on a continuum of
of those requests comes as a critique of the violence that marginalized students can see
curriculum. he college requires two blocks and feel on campus every day, a context that
of “West in Time” studies, yet has no require- is important to remember.
ments to study decolonization with speciicWhen asked if she believes that CC can
ity or depth.
ever be a safe space for students of color
President Tiefenthaler noted that she is while remaining a predominately white inhelpless to change the curriculum; those de- stitution, Tiefenthaler, her voice lowered to
cisions lie in the hands of faculty. However, a whisper, responded, “I hope so. I’m will-
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ing to do whatever we can to make that make
that the case. I think so … I think so. We want
students to feel safe and at home here. his
is their home . . . So, I think we can. And you
know I—I’m conident.” Her tone seemed
both solemn and wistful.
“But that’s going to require not just spaces,
it’s going to require community commitment,” she continued. “I think we can do it,
but it’s going to it’s going to take a commitment and hard work.”
Further context is needed, however, to understand the speciic attacks on Mason and
Edmonds. Each has served the college in
some capacity for 28 years, meaning together
they have given 56 years to building up Colorado College.
Mason is the Senior Associate Dean of Students, managing everything from New-Student Orientation to freshman residence halls
and beyond. She is one of the earliest advocates for diversity and inclusion on campus,
commiting to immense amounts of work at
the college before the establishment of the
Butler Center four years ago.
Over the years, Mason has earned countless awards from the National Assocation for
the Advancement of Colored People, chaired
national committees, and been recognized at
the college for exceptional work. Before she
worked at CC, Mason graduated as a irstgeneration college student from the college.
Edmonds is the Dean of Students and Vice
President of Student Life. He is responsible
for overseeing the entirety of student life and
working on students concerns that exist outside of the classroom.
Edmonds has served senior leadership at
the college for years and is often praised for
his constant connection to the student body;
at the start of most school years, Edmonds

hosts groups of students at his home as frequently as every other day.
Edmonds has also sat on several boards
and committees, including as a trustee at
the liberal arts school of Ole Miss, as a board
member at the Cheyenne Mountain Zoo, and
previously as a board member at Memorial
hospital. Edmonds has earned many awards
for dedication to many organizations, for his
dedication to higher education, and for his
work in diversity and inclusion.
Associate Dean of the College, Pedro de
Araujo, who has worked at the college for 10
years, says it is impossible to work here without knowing of and being afected by Edmonds and Mason. His respect for Edmonds
and Mason seems to echo most members of
the community: “If you’re going to criticize
anyone on the basis of anything at this college, and let’s say you could rank that, they
wouldn’t even be ranked,” said de Araujo
Many colleagues of the deans refused to
comment as they did not believe in dignifying the suggestion that Edmonds or Mason
are anything but valuable members of the
college.
Tiefenthaler put that sentiment into words:
“I think we can’t diminish the fact that they
were targeted as leaders-great and powerful
people,” she said. “While they clearly were attacked in this case … in no way do we want
that attack to diminish [them]. hey don’t
need any saving, or help, in the sense of their
value because they are powerful important
people at this campus and some attack is not
going to change that.”
Rochelle Mason and Mike Edmonds have
respectfully denied interviews but want the
community to know they are thankful for the
countless emails and messages of support
they received.

